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Dear Dr Matos,

Leading researchers are normally offered the opportunity to apply to the Specialty Chief Editor to host a Frontiers Research Topic. As a Review
Editor in Frontiers in Mathematical Physics you are automatically offered this opportunity.

Frontiers Research Topics are not the same as Special Issues in other journals. Research Topics are suggested and driven by researchers and
not by some Journal's agenda. It is your topic that is important and articles are not invited, but carefully selected from article proposals and
rigorously peer-reviewed. Research Topics are collections of 10-50 articles (Original Research, Methods, Hypothesis & Theory and others). They
are aimed at an encyclopedic coverage of highly focused research areas. It is an opportunity for you to bring attention on your research area.

Benefits to your Research Area:  
Your Research Topic gets a dedicated Homepage on the Frontiers website, where all articles are accumulated and discussions can be easily
held. In future versions of Frontiers, we will be able to update our Research Topic, initiative blogs, share data, initiate collaborations and more.
Research Topic will also be compiled into an eBook for widespread dissemination to promote your research area - it will be sent to all major
Foundations that fund your research, to Frontiers'network of international journalists, and to any list of organizations you propose. Frontiers is
also constructing the state of art freely accessible multimedia research encyclopedia for release in 2013 that will synthesize the very latest
research across all of academia into an easy readable, navigable and educational form. The Frontiers Research Encyclopedia will select all those
highly successful Research Topics to define the research categories to be covered and work with you and your authors to create a concise
presentation of your research area. It is really important that you are involved in shaping this knowledge base, which will provide a wonderful
reference for educators, researchers, funders, the scholarly public, and policy makers. Frontiers is working to provide you with all the tools you
need to support your research area and to make sure scientific discovery reaches all.  

In summary, Frontiers Research Topics are a fantastic opportunity for you to bring your research area to critical mass, intensify collaborations,
promote your research area to funders, to be represented in the knowledge base of academia, and to make your discoveries count in the
education of future scholars. As the ultimate reference source, your Research Topic articles should also become highly cited articles.

Open Access Publishing Charges: 
Frontiers is a Swiss-based high quality Open Access publisher designed by scientists for scientists. Frontiers is about us taking charge of how we
want our research published, presented and promoted. It does cost to provide this high quality service (articles are individually copy-edited,
styled, and type-set to produce the best PDF, XML and HTML versions of your article, they are permanently stored in a highly secure server farm,
published and maintained indefinitely on the internet, deposited and indexed with independent archiving organizations (e.g. PubMed), and
Frontiers supports a dedicated team in Switzerland to serve you, covering the cost of publishing articles of authors from low GDP countries, and
much more). The Frontiers publishing fee for accepted articles is also below average compared to most other OA journals - and lower than
subscription-based journals that apply page and color figure charges. Due to the volume of articles in a Research Topic, Frontiers is able to
provide this service at a much-reduced publishing fee. The publishing fee for authors is discounted to €900 (from €1200) for regular authors and
€720 (from €960) for authors that are currently also Frontiers Associate Editors (please note that the applied fee is the one valid at the time of
article submission, and may be subject to periodic revisions). Frontiers also raises funds to cover the costs of participants from low GDP
countries that can not pay the costs of publishing their article, so they can apply for a full or partial waiver.

The Frontiers Editorial Office shall assist you in every step of the organization. There are SIX key steps to hosting a Research Topic:  

1. Defining the overall structure of the Research Topic (title, description, sections with a list of top colleagues that could participate in each
section, potential titles of contributions of potential contributing authors, abstract and article submission deadlines); 
2. Submitting the proposed Research Topic to the Specialty Chief Editor for approval (please not that this offer does not guarantee approval by
the Specialty Chief Editor); 
3. Inviting article proposals from your list of potential contributors (if approved by the Specialty Chief Editor);   
4. Publish your Research Topic (your Research Topic will be announced on the website for spontaneous submission of article proposals); 
5. Review article proposals (potential contributors must apply to participate in the Research Topic by submitting a title and abstract or brief
description of the proposed article for your review);  
6. Managing the review process for all contributions (your role will be similar to that of an Associate Editor; Research Topics are typically hosted
by 2-4 topic editors).    

It is important that Frontiers Review Editors host Research Topics if at all possible. This sets a high standard and the best example for your
community. Please let the Frontiers Office know as soon as possible whether you can host a Research Topic so we can discuss with you the
sbmission deadlines still available and help you prepare your proposal for to the Specialty Chief Editor.   

As a Review Editor you can suggest your own Research Topic or a Research Topic hosted by someone else. You may find more details and
create your own Research Topic by following this link:    

http://www.frontiersin.org/BuildSplTopicForRE.aspx 

(If clicking on this link does not work, try copying and pasting it directly into your browser window.)  

For any questions, you may contact the Editorial Office directly at . A dedicated editorial assistant will be assigned to help you organize
deadlines, invitations and monitor the review process.   

We very much look forward to your reply.   
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Your Frontiers in Physics team
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